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Kristen Crouch: landscape and memory 
Opening Reception + Memory Tasting: Saturday, June 2, 2018, 5-8 pm 
Artist’s Talk: Sunday, June 3, 4:00 pm, with Hot Dog Cart and Birthday Cake 
Wabi Sabi Warehouse: 19 North 9th St, Wilmington, NC 28401 
 
Exhibition: June 2 - 16 | visit website for hours or by appointment  
Online Exhibition + Sale: June 24 - July 8  
 
Kristen Crouch is a multidisciplinary artist exploring memory and nostalgia. For Landscape and Memory, 
Crouch creates her first interactive. immersive, and sensory installation based on this exploration. The 
show consists of digitally manipulated photographic sources printed on aluminum, a section of hanging 
photographic elements, a wall of deconstructed slides, a custom essential oil, and photographic sculptures. 
 
Crouch’s print work starts with the moment-catching impulse of her snapshots, highly manipulated with 
computer programs, algorithms, and methods drawn from science and math. For example, Crouch reduces 
family members and herself to triangles by using trigonometric functions derived from birthdates and 
other numerical information, and these triangles then become mapping devices for the computer 
maneuvers. (Such triangles appear in blue tape on the walls and floor.) She then prints the resulting digital 
files on to distressed sheets of aluminum, creating what she calls “memoryscapes.” Some of these follow 
the contours of the wall in an act of full integration with their surroundings. 
 
The installation Locorum Memoriam (Local Memory) is an elegant explosion of fragmented moments 
absorbed in their own crystallization. Crouch scanned and printed old and newer family photos, and then 
soaked the crumpled prints in copper sulphate pentahydrate until a chemical reaction formed blue 
crystals around them. She suspended each print, with varying lengths of monofilament, from chicken 
wire hung from the ceiling. With the photographs ever so subtly swaying from movement in the gallery, 
Crouch envelopes visitors in her sea of nostalgia, while creating a new moment of exploration for her 
and her audience. 

Alienum Memoriam (Foreign Memory) deconstructs others’ memories while interacting with obsolete 
technology. Crouch disassembled found slides and frames, and subjected them to heavy crystallization. 
Installed in a sweeping fashion with pins, these pieces drift across the wall as if moving towards a new 
place of being. They also rest upon the artist’s graphite and chalk musings, created by using an overhead 
projector to cast and trace transparencies of the memoryscapes throughout the walls or the installation. 
 
A rectangular table in the gallery integrates many of the installations elements, housing memoryscapes 
crumpled into small sculptures, larger pieces made in the same way as those of Locorum Memoriam, and 
samples of deconstructed slide elements from Alienum Memoriam on a lightbox. 
 
In genius loci (spirit of the place), Crouch created a custom scent of essential oils with an herbalist, that 
is based on specific happy memories. The artist applied the oil to cotton balls and placed the balls in an 
open glass orb and under a bell jar, allowing visitors to touch and smell them. And, she also provides 
scented masks to wear while viewing the show. In emphasizing the unique roll of smell for memory, 
Crouch invites the visitors experience their own sensory triggers. 
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The artist integrates taste also into the project. For the opening reception, Crouch served as hors 
d'oeuvres homemade tomato soup and grilled cheese, chicken with rice and “frozen” vegetables, apple 
pie and Cool Whip, and cracker jacks. This Memory Tasting is essential to Crouch’s project, 
emphasizing our associating food with certain times in our lives or with certain people. And a vintage 
electric typewriter, with no ink, served as the guestbook, adding the element of sound. 
 
Influences include the biblical story of Lot’s wife. Transformed into a pillar of salt for looking back at her 
condemned hometown, the story acts as a metaphor for nostalgia and its effects, and resonates with the 
artist’s crystals. And Crouch draws the title of the installation from Simon Schama’s book Landscape and 
Memory (1995), in which Schama sees landscapes as “constructs of the imagination” and “carrier(s) of 
memory” that embody shared cultural experiences and values. In her articulation of the book’s concepts, 
Crouch explores the ways in which our memories shape and respond to the world around us. 
 
KRISTEN CROUCH (b. 1991) received a BFA in photography and a minor in sculpture from SCAD 
(2014). She has had solo exhibitions in Savannah and Wilmington, where she grew up and resides. She 
also organized exhibitions in Wilmington, including Full Frontal (2017). Omni (2016), and Thirty Under 
30: An International Young Artist Group Exhibition (2015). Crouch participated in group shows in North 
Carolina, Georgia, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Kentucky, and collaborated on performances in 
London. She currently is showing in a group show at the NC School of Science and Math (Durham). 
 
LOCAL: art + ideas is a cultural think tank based in Wilmington, NC, that supports artistic talent and 
ideas flourishing beyond larger metropolitan areas and cultural networks. Beth Handler Riebe founded 
LOCAL in 2013. Riebe worked in the NYC art world for twenty years, with curatorial stints at the Museum 
of Modern Art, Whitney Museum of American Art, and Yale University Art Gallery. She served as an art 
consultant to Donald B. Marron (one of ARTnews’ top 200 collectors). She is a Trustee at the Cameron 
Art Museum and occasionally teaches art history at UNCW. Riebe received a BA from Oberlin College, 
and an MA and a PhD from Yale University, with all degrees in art history.  
  


